
Mihin was born to 
educated parents, the 
second in a family of 
four, two boys and 
two girls, and grew up 

in the suburbs of Colombo. Since his 
parents were keen on providing their 
children a sound education, they were 
sent to well-known leading schools. 
Though they were never pushed to 
secure high grades, the parents wanted 
them to achieve something worth-
while and be of service to the country.

Mihin loved music and painting, 
and was an all-rounder, but, never 
thought he would end up as a Doctor, 
least of all, a neuro-surgeon. He was 
an extremely bright student, and on 
the insistence of his teachers, he opted 
to study science.

At Medical College, Mihin was a 
brilliant student, topping his batch 
at all examinations, winning prestig-
ious Gold Medals, which made his 
parents very happy and satisfied. He 
was awarded a scholarship to one 
of the best Medical Schools abroad, 
specialised further, and became a neu-
rosurgeon of no mean repute. It was 
his desire to serve in the country he 
loved most, the country where he was 
born, establishing himself as a reputed 
‘brain-surgeon’. So many successful 
operations did he perform over the 
years, on the young and the old, rich 
and the poor, the affluent and not. His 
concern was not their status, but how 
he could cure them. 

Ailment
His father’s death due to an unde-

tected heart ailment, made Mihin feel 
at times that had he been a Cardiolo-
gist, his father may have lived longer. 
He was close to his patients, kind and 
friendly, spending time enlightening 
them on matters relevant to their ail-
ments. He tells them about the risks 
involved, but he offers them hope, 
because he is hopeful. 

He had a number of operations on 
his a waiting list. The brain operation 
scheduled for the following day was 
on a female, in her late sixties.

She was a very gentle, pleasant 
character, who, he knew had great 
confidence in him. Though she had 
been having minor symptoms  such 
as headaches and giddiness for some 
time, she spoke about it to the Doctor, 
only when she had an unusual prob-
lem with her vision.

“How long have you had it?”
“For about a week or so”.
“Headaches? Are they frequent?”
“Yes, lately, they are frequent, and  at 

times, very severe. I feel unsteady on 
my feet too.”

“And why didn’t you tell me ear-
lier?” Dr. Mihin seemed annoyed, and 
very concerned.

“I didn’t want to trouble  my chil-
dren”.

“How stupid”, he muttered under his 
breath. 

After a series of tests, and X’rays, it 
was revealed she had a deep-seated 

tumour in her brain. Dr. Mihin 
confirmed that she would have to 
undergo brain surgery very soon, for 
the removal of the tumour. 

The patient was terrified. “A brain-
surgery”, she queried; in surprise. 
“What would happen if it is not 
done?”.  

He explained, and assured her she 
would be fine.

Trust
The confidence and trust she had 

in him made things go a long way. 
The Doctor knew that brain-surgery 
involves one of the highest degrees of 
risk, of any medical procedure, and 
that the tumour was in a dangerous 
location, but yet, he was optimistic. 
Pre-operative  examinations were 
done, the patient’s children ‘briefed’, 
and a date fixed for surgery.

The operating theatre was ready, 
and so was the Surgeon, the other 
Doctors and medical staff assisting 
him, and the patient too. The patient 
seemed composed and calm. She 
looked around. The surgeon went 
close to her. She held his hand tight. 

He remembered how, as a little boy, he 
had held his mother’s hand in fear, the 
same way, when he was being given 
an injection after a fall that bruised 
his knee. He gently stroked  her brow 
with affection. She smiled  - a smile 
that conveyed confidence and trust. 
What  must  this elderly lady’s feelings 
be, at the moment? he mused. Her 
long greying hair was cut in one place 
to expose her scalp. Her children were 
anxiously waiting outside.

Happening
Soon, she is deeply sedated and 

is oblivious of what is happening  
around. The surgeon starts on the 
operation. A silent prayer escape his 
lips, a prayer his mother had taught 
him to remember,  for protection and 
success. 

The tumour is larger than what he 
expected. He has to work with intense 
vigilance. The slightest slip could be 
disastrous. He is aware that only a 
biopsy can confirm if the tumour is 
malignant or benign. His medical staff 
is standing by. The hours passed. The 
tumour has been completely removed. 

The biopsy reveals that it is  non-
malignant. Mihin is overjoyed. Those 
who assisted him say - “That was 
excellent. Such an intricate surgery, so 
well done. You have flown to greater 
fame”.

“She was the wind beneath my 
wings”, says  Mihin. The patient is 
still asleep.  He stands by her bed like 
a mother watching over her child. 
When she finally wakes up Mihin 
holds her hands and says - “Amma, 
you are going to be fine. You can 
resume your normal activities very 
soon”.

She whispers softly, - “Thank you 
Putha”.
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On the wall

I can still remember my early times
They were like lullabies full of sweet rhymes
I was the youngest in a family of seven 
And was happy as an angel in heaven.
We used to run up and down the beach
Though others chased I was out of reach
We were lulled  by the cooling breeze
And I babyishly called my father gone overseas.
I still feel that I was a lucky one 
on my birthday I got a toy gun
To test it I shot Maggie on her fleshy back
As a punishment I had to keep it in the pack.
When Maggie cried I felt sad and sorry
Laughing through tears she asked me not to worry
I was angry and refused to cut the cake
But had to do it for my darling mother’s sake.
I can still remember my first day in college
which was two miles away from my native village
I went with my father in our family cart
Driven by our carter Charlie tall and smart.
I had to kneel down and worship the teachers 
And was taken up with their welcome features
In my new suit I looked like an alien from the Mars
But was warmly welcomed by the boys in the class.
Now I am old and thinking of my life’s early part 
And feel a great pain in my withering heart 
But still I long to be handsome and smart
And like our Charlie to drive a racing cart.

- Davidson Goonetilleke

The surgery
by Rupa Wijesinghe
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My early times
Blue sky’s change 
Climate never strange 
White clouds shift 
Quick and swift 
Edges run lightning 
Silver threads frightening
Gray hue overcast 
Rain comes torrent fast 
Light fades to gloom 
Wilting many a bloom 
Lifeless they droop
Rain the climates scoop 
Large drops of dew 
Make leaves in groove 
Poured, drip in droplets 
Elixir in the goblets 
Floods can ravage 
Make many a change 
Rain comes again 
Changing weather the same 

- Miran Perera

Poems

Recalled to review in 
passionate vision,
Thy soul combat with emotion
Never to find solution ...
Where aimless soul equipped 
with horror
I need deriation – 
Oh! Pardon me dear
do reveal what charming fathom
You preserve, the fantasy whimsical
Nature conquered to rule my heart
Please let me, tree of lunatic illusory
dream in my battered life.
Nevertheless, yes! I pray you dear...
glory on this earth, in all aspects,
My prayers will remain with me and
inspire you with compassionate love

- Sanoja Sandeera
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